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CHILDREN’S  AUTHOR  ROBERT  HEIDBREDER

VISITS  ST  JAMES  SCHOOL

ON FRIDAY 24  OCTOBER children’s author Robert Heidbreder visited the school and told the children about hisTH

books and something about how he had come to write them.  Mr. Heidbreder comes from Vancouver and had been
invited to tour all the libraries in Western Newfoundland, each time doing a presentation for primary and elementary
children; in our case, grades K - 6.  Our presentation was jointly sponsored by the library and the school.  The event was
open to the public and those who came really enjoyed seeing the children interact with Mr. Heidbreder.  He is a real
performer and the children got right into the stories from his books, especially when they were asked to help with the
sound effects.  The biggest hits were “Fuzzy Wuzzy” and the noises from Drumheller Dinosaur Dance.  A happy noisy
hour, fun for all.  

We had hoped to have some of Mr. Heidbreder’s books available for sale, but it didn’t turn out that way.  However,
the school is taking orders for Drumheller Dinosaur Dance and Saskatchewan See-Saw at $5.00 each.  They will be
ordered from the publisher and will come with a bookplate dedicated to each child individually and signed by the author.
He will try to get them here for Christmas.  Be warned, though: if you get them for your children and grandchildren you
are supposed to read and enjoy them together.  Any of the children who were at the event can demonstrate the sound
effects.  Ask them about Fuzzy Wuzzy, too.

Children’s author Robert Heidbreder with his audience of Grades Kindergarten to Six in the Lunch Room at

St James School.  As the photograph was being taken the children made the sound effects after hearing the story

narrated by the author.    Photograph by courtesy of St James School and Blow-Me-Down Public Library.
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COMMUNITY CALENDAR
Items in Italics relate to activities at St James Church.

HE = Holy Eucharist; MP = Morning Prayer; EP = Evening Prayer

2008                                NOVEM BER                             2008

  9 Sun 11:00am, Youth Serviceth

10 Mon School closedth

11 Tues Remembrance Day       [Library & School closed]th

10:00am, Remembrance Day Service

14 Fri Silent Auction, 7:00pm, St Ambrose, John’s Beachth

15 Sat Parish Social - Dinner & Entertainment, ($8)th

16 Sun 7:00pm, Pentecost 27, Prayer & Praiseth

23 Sun 7:00pm, Reign of Christ, HErd

30 Sun 7:00pm, Advent 1, HEth

2008                                 DECEM BER                            2008

  2 Tues Dramatic Reading of Dickens’ A Christmas Carol atnd

St James Church, with CBC & St James School.

  3 Wed Parish Council Meeting, 7:00pm, St Ambroserd

17 Wed Blue Christmas Servicesth

19 Fri School closes for Christmas Holidayth

2009                                  JANUARY                               2009

 5th Mon School reopens after Christmas Holiday

 2009                         ADVANCE DATES                        2009

Feb 23 Mon Carnival Day [School & Library closed]rd

Mar 17 Mon St Patrick’s Day [Library closed]th

Apr 9 Thur School closes for Easter Holidayth

Apr 12 Sun Easter Sundayth

Apr 20 Mon School reopens after Easter Holidayth

Apr 22 Wed Earth Daynd

May 15  & 18  Fri & Mon   School closed, Victoria Day weekendth th

Thanks to our Sponsors for their support of The BLOW·ME·DOWNER. 

Anglican Parish of Bay of Islands Lark Harbour  -
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The BLOW ·M E·DOW NER  is distributed free of charge to each  

Canada Post mailbox in Lark Harbour and York Harbour

before or on the first Friday of each month.
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in the subject line)   to the email address below, and each 

        issue, in PDF format, will then be sent, free of charge        

to you or your friends anywhere in the world.
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I Love You         by Jacinta Childs

Swoosh!

I hear the waves overlap to my right,

As I’m walking across the beach, hand in hand.

I feel the sand squishing between my feet,

And I’m breathing the air so sweet.

I look ahead, telling my boyfriend to do so,

We see the sunset of Bottle Cove.

The mountains look black,

Although the sky is lit up.

With very beautiful colors of white, pink and orange.

This is such a romantic scene,

One not to forget.

As I look into the eyes of my boyfriend,

And give him a kiss and whisper, “I love you”.

MESSAGE FROM OUR  RECTOR

      —      Rev  Nellie  Thomas      —     

 ANGLICAN  PARISH  OF  THE  BAY  OF  ISLANDS

WHY WE REMEMBER

What do we call November 11  Remembrance Day?  Why do we callth

it "Remembrance Day?”  It is a day to remember those who have

sacrificed for us.

At the 11  hour of the 11  day of the 11  month people gather toth th th

honour the memory of those who died in wartime service and to pray

for the strength, wisdom and insight to preserve and expand the peace

that was won at such a high price.

On Remembrance Day we observe two minutes of silence.  The signal

for the silence to begin is a bugle call: The Last Post.  In ordinary

military usage, The Last Post signifies “lights out” at the end of the

day - a time for the soldier to lie down and take his rest.  Another

bugle call, “Reveille” (pronounced re-val-eh) signals the end of the

silence.  In ordinary military usage, “Reveille” is the soldier’s wake-

up call, waking to a new day.  On Remembrance Day, “Reveille”

signifies waking to a new day in a better world - a heavenly place.

Those who are dead to us are very much alive to God.  God goes on

holding all souls in life.

On Remembrance Day, we gather to remember all those people, of

whatever country, who have died in the pursuit of freedom and good.

To give thanks to God for their lives given for the freedom of many

countries around the world.  To acknowledge publicly and before God

that countless people have given their lives for us, for our freedom

and for others and their freedom.  We are to pray for all who suffer

and have suffered as a result of war.  Those who are too young to

remember war need to remember that these men and women gave

their today for our tomorrow.

Whenever there is a war or conflict we are usually hopeful that it will

be the last, that there will be no more war.  But we are not free from

war and the pain of war. Our purpose on November 11  is toth

acknowledge that pain and to remember it, but also to thank God for

the freedom that so many now enjoy because of the service and

sacrifice of so many.

It would be a mistake for us to think that remembrance is simply

about the past, about what has happened.  Our remembrance is not

simply something in the past, but something that we make present

here and now as we realize the significance for each of us.  Whoever,

whatever, wherever our thoughts turn to, today, we  acknowledge love

laying down its life for others and we recognise that there is no

greater thing that one can do than lay down one’s life for the benefit

of others, for freedom and liberty. There is no greater thing to share

with our brothers and sisters on this earth than love and peace.

I’ll be There          by Emma Pottle

I’ll be there,

When you are in need of a friend

When you need a hand

When you feel hopeless

I’ll be there,

When you feel like just breaking down and crying

When you are lonely

When you are finding things rough

I’ll be there,

When you fall I’ll be the one to build you back up

When you need a hug, or just some one to talk to

When you need support

I’ll be there,

No matter what happens

I’ll be there.

READING OF DICKENS’ A CHRISTMAS CAROL

Staff, Students and Friends of St James All-Grade School, along with

a representative from CBC Radio, will be doing a dramatic reading

of Charles Dickens’ A Christmas Carol on 2  December at Stnd

James Church.  Information will be forthcoming later about the cost

of tickets and where and when they can be purchased.
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LIBRARY NOTES
by

Susan Harvey

THE PEOPLE OF AFGHANISTAN  must be the unluckiest people in the

world.  Khaled Hosseini’s first book The Kite Runner, like his later

one, A Thousand Splendid Suns reviewed in September, is a good story

set in almost unbelievable conditions of violence and general

craziness.  It seems that the Muslim religion frequently creates extreme

rules that make life difficult for its followers, with one group telling

everyone else how the rules must be followed; sometimes more

brutally than others.

This story begins with the hero, Amir, as a child living a happy life

in his father’s luxurious home in Kabul.  A servant boy, Hassan, is his

best friend and constant companion.  Together they lead an idyllic life;

the kite running was apparently a favourite national sport and a

highlight of their activities.  But, one after another, things happen that

destroy that life forever.  They are preyed upon by bullies.  A coup

against the country’s rulers introduces violence and destruction into the

life of Kabul.

Next the Russians come in and produce a whole new level of

random violence.  When the Taliban appears as heroes to chase the

Russians out, they bring about the worst violence and repression yet —

in the name of religion.  They are the ones who decide on appropriate

behaviour — and the appropriate punishment of anyone who resists.

The former upper classes are regarded as needing to be humbled.

Amir and his father must leave, and they are able to make it to the US,

where they again find a safe, though much less luxurious, lifestyle

which keeps them reasonably content for several years.

The most suspenseful part of the book, though, comes when Amir

must return to Afghanistan in an attempt to relieve his deep feelings of

guilt for the easy life he had led as a child and for the way in which he

had betrayed those closest to him through cowardice.  Amid complete

destruction of Kabul as a city, he dares Taliban watchfulness to look

for Hassan’s son.  The question is whether in the end he will still be a

coward and have to live with his failure for the rest of his life.  His

presence is illegal, and death is frequently handed out as punishment.

At this point you can’t put the book down; you have to find out what

happens.

As in the other book, you can’t help being shocked by how

completely one group can take over a whole country, destroying

buildings, businesses and people.  Somehow groups of almost insanely

cruel and vicious types are empowered to ride around in trucks with

rifles, and perpetrate atrocities in the streets.  A man could be shot if

he didn’t have the right kind of beard, or even for staring too hard.

And they claim to be doing this to enforce the Prophet’s rules, as a

religious duty.  One is reminded of the behaviour of groups like

Hitler’s Nazis, the Ku Klux Klan in the southern USA, and the Neo-

Nazis of today in some countries.  We should be thankful that few, if

any, such groups exist in Canada. 

New books in the library

The Kite Runner and A Thousand Splendid Suns are both in the

library’s permanent collection and can be taken out at any time.  We

have also acquired a rather strange little series by Alexander McCall

Smith: three books featuring his heroine Isabel Dalhousie.  Mr Smith

is a professor at a Scottish university in Edinburgh, but has lived much

of his life in Africa.  Apparently he has authored three different series,

all featuring women as main characters and written from the women’s

viewpoint.  We don’t have anything from the first two series, but Isabel

Dalhousie is an unusual and likable heroine.  She is in her mid-forties

and has always lived in Edinburgh.  She lives a quiet life and spends

a lot of time on ethical questions: whether her actions are right.  Her

ethical quandaries sometimes lead her to interfere in other people’s

lives with some exciting consequences.

There are other mysteries and romances; check out the shelf near

Lesley’s desk.

A new rotating collection has also just arrived this week.  Haven’t

had the opportunity to check it out yet, but will deal with it next month.

Come and have a look yourself.

FOOD  BANK  NOTES
by

Susan Harvey

THE THANKSGIVING FOOD DRIVE was a little disappointing, though

we did collect several boxes of food, much of it from the school.

Probably there wasn’t enough publicity and people didn’t remember

about it.  Perhaps it’s natural to forget about a problem if it isn’t right

in front of our eyes.  Maybe some of us are so horrified by what we

hear of the malnutrition and even outright starvation occurring in

some of the underdeveloped countries, especially in Africa, that any

local problems pale in comparison.  After all, in Africa there often

isn’t any food to be had.  Nothing.  No rain, no crops, animals all

dead, children starving.  That is bad.

But imagine living in Corner Brook with crowds of people having

snacks at Tim Horton’s and McDonalds, and then going home to a

good meal — and you can’t afford halfway decent meals for your

family.  We tell ourselves it can’t happen here, that people get EI and

welfare payments — and surely they have friends!  No doubt there

will always be some who take advantage of others’ charity; but there

are also always the odd ones who fall through the cracks in the

system.  Often it is temporary, and one or two handouts are all that is

needed to get them on their feet again.  If we don’t really know the

facts, perhaps it is better to risk being taken advantage of than to risk

refusing someone who really needs our help.  After all, why are all

those volunteers spending so much time and energy operating food

banks if there really is no need?

Reverend Nellie has come up with an idea which has helped to

bring up food bank contributions in other places and to keep people

conscious of the need all the time.  The suggestion is that each week

a different non-perishable food item would be requested; for example

a tin of soup or a bag of sugar.  The Parish Council and Vestry have

decided to try this in our church, and the first item, requested for

Sunday 2 November, was a tin of milk.  Of course, this does not mean

that other food items will not be accepted!  If you prefer to donate

other non-perishable items, they are all more than welcome.  And

even if you can’t make it to church on a given Sunday, try to send

along your contribution with a friend.  If the plan works out, we will

try to publish the list for each entire month in the Blow-Me-Downer.

I Love Spring!!    by Meagan Spring!                    by Tyler

I love spring! Spring is . . . 

It is a joyful time. Water droplets pouring from

The misty, sparkling raindrops the misty grey sky

collapsing all around like gusts of wind making you

diamonds on the ground. tumble to the ground.

The snow days melting away. Spring is . . . . . 

The exquisite green of lawn Blazing hot sun raining down on

is showing itself to us. you

and, finally, I’m ready to making you feel awesome inside,

come outside and play!! Lime green grass that you crawl

through,

Editor’s Note flowers blooming

These are the last, but not the caterpillars hatching from

least, of the poems from the                       their cocoons and

school poetry contest of last       flying off into the

spring.  Sorry it took so long                                wonderful world.

to get them published. That is Spring to me.

Haikus              by Malachi Rotchford

Nature Moose

Nature is so nice Moose have such cool horns

The animals are pretty Moose are so freakishly big

Nature is peaceful Moose can run real fast

mailto:blowmedowner@gmail.com
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Deidre’s Column
BACK TO SCHOOL

ANOTHER SUM M ER HAS PASSED .  I know I had an enjoyable summer

and 1 hope everyone else did as well.  Last school year went

unbelievably fast for the rnajority of us, and now that I’ve started

senior high I can already tell that with a busier schedule and a bigger

work load the year is sure to pass quickly.  So far school is going great,

we have already selected our student council members which consist

of myself (president), Samantha Sheppard (vice-president), Maria

Byrne (secretary) and Brittany Kendell (treasurer).  We have also

elected class representatives from Grade Six to Level III. Our student

council is very eager to improve our school and already have some

plans underway.  I would like to thank our teacher sponsors, Mrs

Wheeler and Mrs Bartlett, for volunteering to help us.

The school’s Senior High Girls Volleyball Team is also underway

with many upcoming tournaments to prepare for.  Our scheduled

tournaments are: Volley West (Corner Brook), Volley Fest (St John’s),

Small School Provincials (being hosted by our very own St James) and

the Regionals (Labrador).  We can only go to Labrador however, if we

win the tournament being hosted here.  Fundraising efforts have

already begun with a four-on-four tournament held at the sehool on

Septembcr 27 .  You can always show your support by watching ourth

tournaments and cheering the girls on; it would all be much

appreciated. The volleyball team is again working hard this year.

On Friday, September 26 , all students at St James participated inth

the annual Terry Fox Walk.  We raiscd over $l,400.00 for cancer

research.  The walk was followed by a nutritious snack in the school

cafeteria.  It certainly was a worthwhile venture and it feels good to do

something to help fight cancer.

With so many things going on, it’s easy to get involved in extra-

curricular activities.  Our school is only as good as we make it.  So far

we’re off to a wonderful start in September and I’m sure we’ll be on

Christmas break before we know it.

Deidre Wheeler regularly writes a column about activities at St

James School.  Unfortunately this one could not be included in last

month’s issue due to lack of time.  But thank you anyway, Deidre.

SHEPPARD’S  GENERAL STORE
York Harbour   -   Phone 681-2060

   

A wide selection of VHS and DVD movies for rent
   

Groceries, Knitting Wool, Paint, Hardware, Fishing Supplies

!!!   URGENT   !!!
LOCAL NEED OF MORE BLOOD DONORS

FOR CANADIAN BLOOD SERVICES

THE CORNER BROOK BRANCH  of Canadian Blood Services, the

agency which collects blood from donors in this area, reports that

there is a serious shortage of blood donors at the moment.

Any person aged from 17 to 71 and in normal health may donate

blood.  It normally requires about an hour of your time at the Blood

Donor Centre in the lower level of the old Canadian Tire Building on

Herald Avenue, Corner Brook.  The staff there are very appreciative

and helpful towards people who volunteer their blood.

After your donation you will be offered refreshments — coffee, tea,

a soft drink, juice, cookies, etc.

You will then leave with the

satisfaction of knowing that you

may have helped to save

someone’s life with the priceless

gift of life itself.

You may call Canadian Blood

Services at 634-2390 (local) or

1-888-236-6283 (toll free), or

you may visit their website at

www.blood.ca, or even call in at

their location which is open on

Wednesdays and Thursdays each

week.

MY NURSING CAREER
by Lorraine Humber, RN

Victorian Order of Nurses Home Care Nurse

ON 31  AUGUST 1973 I graduated from Western Memorial

Regional Hospital School of Nursing.  I cannot believe I’ve

been a nurse for thirty-five years!  If I were given the opportunity to

start over and choose a career, I would honestly say nursing would

definitely be the career for me.  Having said that, it makes me realise

I have no regrets about the choice I made.

As I stood by the stage thirty-five years ago and received my

Nursing Diploma, I wondered where exactly my life would take me.

Never in my wildest dreams would I have imagined that I would end

up being a permanent resident of Lark Harbour and the VON/Home

Care Nurse there.

Before moving to Lark Harbour I worked at Western Memorial

Regional Hospital and also the Janeway Children’s Hospital.  So just

how did I end up in Lark Harbour?  I followed my husband Tom

who started teaching at St James School.  Our intention was to stay

one year and work our way back to Corner Brook.  As one would

say — we came — we saw — we liked — we stayed!  I sometimes

feel as if it was my destiny to come here.

In October 2008 I will officially finish 30 years working as a

VON nurse in Lark Harbour and York Harbour.  As a matter of

interest I did not look for the job — the job actually found me.  The

VON heard that I lived in the Outer Bay of Islands, came looking for

me, and offered me the casual position.  That was a difficult decision

for me to make.  I had a toddler, was expecting another child, and

besides that I was a hospital nurse trained in Neonatology and ICU.

I decided to give the VON position a try.  The rest is history.

Initially I just did home visits.  Then I started getting emergency

calls and had no supplies with which to work.  Following one such

medical emergency I felt so frustrated that with the support of some

community members we began lobbying for a Clinic.  I approached

the Provincial and Federal Governments.  The Federal responded

and advised us to approach the town councils and apply for a grant.

It was done, and thus the Clinic was built!

Again I approached the Provincial Government and obtained

supplies to go in the Clinic.  Next we approached the VON and their

board decided I could offer a nursing service to the two

communities.  Thus the Clinic opened for 8 hours a week.  I would

have to say, I consider the Nursing Clinic one of my greatest

accomplishments in nursing.  The doors to the Lark Harbour/York

Harbour Clinic have now been open for 22 years.  It is a drop-in

nursing clinic, the first of its kind operated under the VON.

We offer many services such as injections, dressings, suture

removal, blood pressure and glucose monitoring, and nutrition

guidance and counselling.  When that Clinic door opens I have no

idea what may come through!

Our two communities should be very proud of the Clinic.  We

are an example of people taking health care into our own hands.

VON is not covered by Government funding, so the people raise and

contribute funds to keep those Clinic doors open. Each year it is a

struggle to do that, but the support always seems to come through.

Of course I continue to do many home nursing visits.  I do blood

collection and foot care.  I have cared for many cancer patients who

are now survivors.  I have also attended many who needed palliative

care (the dying).  I so remember and appreciate the closeness I had

with those people and their families.  Over the years there has been

laughter and quite a few tears.  I consider myself so rich in

friendships.

Of course, to have been able to do my job over the last thirty

years, I certainly have had a great support system: my husband,

daughters, clergy, friends, doctors — especially those from the

Murray Clinic — and fellow nurses.  I thank God every day for my

life as a wife, mother, grandmother, daughter, and as a nurse so

richly blessed with friends.

  SHEPPARD’S  CLOVER  FARM  STORE
! ! !  CHECK OUR PRICES  ! ! !

Gasoline  Groceries  Hardware  Lotto  Beer  Liquor
Propane Exchange Program - Sears Catalogue Agent

 DISTRIBUTOR OF PRODUCTS

from    MERCER’S MARINE 
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STORM BOUND:
A STORY OF SURVIVAL

by Eric Humber

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 5, 2008  WILL PROVE TO BE an eventful day

in my life.  I worked that day, arriving home for supper around

5:00 pm.  I had purchased a new coil for my VK 540 snowmobile and

I had received a new power port for my Garmin 12 GPS.  I was

anxious to try both out and had considered running in on the mountain

if my brother Fred was interested.  I was fifty-six and Fred fifty-seven

years old.  We have been extremely close as brothers and combine

most of our off-the-job activities together.  I hadn’t seen him in a few

days and when he called me that evening I mentioned about running in

on the mountain, telling him about my new GPS port and snowmobile

coil.  I also mentioned that I understood Ray, our cousin, had gone

across the mountain earlier that day and was down in the Serpentine

Valley at his cabin.  If it wasn’t too bad on the mountain we could run

across and meet up with him.  Fred was okay with this and after supper

we left home on our two snowmobiles en route to the top of Blow-Me-

Down Mountain.

It took us about fifteen minutes to get to Dennis’s Pond.  It was an

overcast day and we could see the cloud ceiling toward the top of the

mountain.  We stopped briefly, mentioning the conditions, but headed

up through the mountain pass known as Charlie’s Bottom, arriving at

the top within ten minutes.  The wind was from the north at about

twenty to thirty kph and there was a low drift obscuring visibility.  We

chatted for a short while, discussing the conditions, but we weren’t too

concerned as both GPS units appeared to be functioning properly.  My

snowmobile was running smoothly and the new coil seemed to have

corrected its misfiring.  It was agreed that we would continue westward

across the mountain to Ray’s cabin; if the weather got too bad we

would discontinue and return.  This however rarely happens as once

we start we seldom turn back.  We were confident with our decision

and started out.

As we travelled across the mountain, conditions worsened and the

wind picked up.  We had been travelling in an area between Round

Hill and the Grassy Hills.  It had got dark and we were travelling

parallel to each other.  My GPS shut down, at which time I alerted

Fred.  Fred checked the fuse in the power port and replaced it with

another, but this didn’t correct the problem. I did have some batteries

in the unit but battery power was very low.  I was also getting a poor

battery power connection so we decided to continue on, using Fred’s

unit.  Fred was running on his track history which had proven so

accurate many times before.

Leaving the western end of the mountain we journeyed down

through the timber at Never Fail Canyon and on to Ray’s cabin.  By

this time the wind was really picking up and it was starting to rain.  To

our surprise, Ray wasn’t at his cabin, and the tracks indicated that he

must have left already.

Having to work against the elements of nature, we had a choice to

make.  We could either cross the river, head up to the lake and travel

out by Loggers School Road, or go back across the mountain.  Again

we discussed our options and decided to return the way we had come.

We had done this hundreds of times in extreme weather conditions.

We were reluctant to cross the lake in the dark as it was rainy and the

river had a tendency to eat out the ice on the western end of the lake.

There was also a concern about slush on the lake.  We journeyed back

up through Never Fail Canyon and were on top of the mountain within

about twenty-five minutes.  By this time it was a full-blown storm.

Wind was from the north-east at about 110 kph.  The rain had turned

to sleet and our faces were getting sand-blasted, so to speak.  A couple

of times we stopped so I could melt the ice from the lenses of my

glasses.  We continued onward with the sleet constantly stinging and

biting into our faces.

We travelled north-north-east up through the barren called Mad

Dog Valley.  Fred was to my right, in the lead, and I was about thirty

feet to Fred’s left, back a few feet in a staggered position.  This is our

usual position of travel because it makes it easier for the lead driver to

keep an eye on his buddy.  When we got to the top of Blow-Me-Down

Gulch I saw Fred gesturing with his left hand.  This was his way of

signalling about the drop off at the head of the Gulch.  Fred had this

entered as a danger mark on his GPS.  I knew we were about 23 km

across the mountain and closing in on Charlie’s Bottom, our way off

the mountain.  The hole at the top of the gulch was a drop of about 50

to 70 feet.  Going into this would mean certain disaster.  Out further

from this gulch was a sheer drop-off at over 2,000 feet.  Fred kept

wide of this hole, swinging to the right.  I could see his muted

headlight as the wind and the sleet battered us.  I thought this was

one of the worst nights I had ever travelled the mountain.  I felt

confident travelling with Fred and I thought to myself I would go to

hell and back with this man.

Within a minute or less, I could see Fred going out over the top

of a cornice which started to break off in pieces under him.  I was

free-falling into darkness.  It was like we were falling in slow

motion.  I braced myself for impact, not knowing how long I would

have to wait or how deep the hole was.  The impact was sudden and

ripped through my body.  I was on my hands and knees fighting to

breathe.  I could hear Fred screaming, calling to me, “Eric!  Eric!

Are you all right?  The hole wasn’t supposed to be there!  Are you

all right?”  I was fighting to respond, to breathe, and finally my

words came.  “I’m all right,” I mumbled, but in my mind I knew my

body was broken up. 

He could see I was badly injured and he was frantic.  I tried to

reassure him and told him to calm down and keep me warm by

wrapping the snowmobile cover around me.  The mixture of rain and

sleet was battering us.  I could see Fred’s snowmobile was buried

under large blocks of ice which had broken off from the cornice.

Miraculously, Fred wasn’t injured.  One of his boots came off upon

impact but he was able to recover it.  He then went to work building

a windbreak behind me from the large blocks of hard-packed snow

that had all but buried his snowmobile.  I lay still, fighting to breathe

and trying to cope with the pain.  I told Fred we were likely to have

to spend the night on the mountain, and suggested he leave to go and

get help, but he refused my suggestion.  He assured me that we were

getting off the mountain tonight and we would be leaving together.

My machine was mobile, he told me; however both GPS units were

out.  He attempted to use map and compass, but wind, sleet and light

were giving him problems.  He then set to work trying to get power

on one of the GPS units.

Meanwhile I was lying on the snow looking up at the overhang

we just came over.  Where I had landed was completely flat,

consisting of hard-packed snow and ice.  The drop could have been

thirty or more feet.  In my mind I knew my injuries were serious and

I was preparing for the worst.  I knew that if there was any way to

get me out, my brother would do it.  I lay there for what seemed to

be an hour.  By then I was getting cold and the wind, sleet and rain

hadn’t let up.

END OF PART ONE

Eric and Fred did of course make it back to safety.

Read Part Two in our next issue to find out how they did it.

BYRNE’S STORE
Main Street, York Harbour  - Phone 681-2040

   FULL SERVICE GAS & DIESEL

Groceries, Confectionery & Beer, Hardware, Loto

A GREAT SELECTION OF LOCAL SOUVENIRS

   Taken a few days later, and after a further snowfall, this picture shows Fred and   
   Ray looking up at the top of the hole into which Eric and Fred fell.  Quite a fall!  

mailto:blowmedowner@gmail.com
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Call 681-2256 or FAX 681-2229 or email   blowmedowner@gmail.com   with important dates to be listed in the Community Calendar.

No charge for Personals and short Public Service Announcements. Arrange for your up-along family and friends to receive an email copy.

NOVEMBER
A Time for

REMEMBRANCE

“They shall grow not old as we that are left grow old;
Age shall not weary, nor the years condemn.

At the going down of the sun, and in the morning,
We will remember them.”

OCTOBER IS THE MONTH FOR THANKSGIVING.  Now, in November,

we take our thanksgiving a step further when we remember with

respect all those who have given, or have risked, life and limb to

uphold the freedom that Canadians must cherish with pride.

Consider all those people who have come to Canada in the past

hundred years or so from countries which have been devastated by

war, savage dictatorships, religious, racial, economic or other forms of

persecution, famine, or plain and simple lack of opportunity.  Why did

those people choose to come to Canada?

Mostly it was because they saw this country as a land of

opportunity — a land where they could raise their children according

to their own beliefs, where they could walk down the street without

fear for their lives or safety, where the sanctity of their homes would

be respected.  It is often hard for us, so accustomed to these rights, to

fully realise that such rights do not exist everywhere.  At the moment,

Iraq, Afghanistan and several other countries of the Middle East are

such examples; as are Burma, North Korea, Colombia.  And so the list

goes on.  Canadian soldiers and those of many other countries are

laying their lives on the line in a dangerous but sincere effort to

introduce there our concepts of democracy and civilisation, so that

eventually those citizens will be able to enjoy with confidence what we

enjoy here in Canada and in other “western” countries.  Sadly, almost

a hundred Canadians have now lost their lives in that effort.

Let us not insult our soldiers, past and present, by withdrawing our

support from them.  We need to remember that without the sacrifice of

thousands of others in the past, and many more in the present, our

world will be a far less comfortable place for us and ours.  This is why

our soldiers lay their lives on the line, and, sadly, it is also why many

have been injured and some have even lost their lives.

Wear your poppy with pride
    for Remembrance Day.  

  

TOWN OF

LARK HARBOUR

Report of Monthly Meeting held at 7:00pm on 23 October 2008.

Present were Mayor, Paul Keetch; Councillors Sheila Jones and John

Parsons; Clerks Debra Park and Louise Darrigan (recorder).

Absent: Councillor Carol Rice.

! Minutes of meetings of 16  & 25  September & 15  Octoberth th th

adopted as circulated.

! Quotes for work items on Town Hall renovations reviewed:

(1) material quote from Kent for $6,830.41 and (2) labour quote

from Oliver Youden for $6,000 were both accepted.

! “No dumping” by-law regulations were adopted.  (See “SPECIAL

NOTICE” following this report.)

! Proposed water system project application: Government decision

should be forthcoming by late spring or early summer 2009.

! Snow clearing for 2008-9.  Only one tender bid has been received,

containing a rate of $27,500 plus HST for the season - accepted.

! Vacant Seat caused by resignation of former Deputy Mayor Stuart

Harvey: nominations will be received at Council Office during

business hours on 4  & 5  November.  Details at the Office (681-th th

2270).  Clerk Debra Park appointed as Returning Officer.

Councillor John Parsons approved as new signing authority.

! Town Hall upper level cleaning: one application only was received:

from Ms Lexine Burry.  This was approved.

! Financial:  Accounts Payable of $23,017.51 approved.

! Building Permits:  Reviewed & approved as presented.

! Firettes annual financial statement and Blow-Me-Down Days

financial report reviewed and approved.

! Complaints/Concerns: (1) provision of dump stickers - clerk

directed to obtain cost of stickers provided by Humber Arm

South to their residents.  (2) Disability Parking sign to be moved

and replaced at a higher location so that everyone will know that

such parking is for disabled persons and mail delivery

contractor only.  (3) Outlander Boat and War Memorial to

receive maintenance work, trees planted, posts erected to protect

the area.

! Government Services approvals of certificates, final certificates

for sewage systems, and grants application for Crown Land were

reviewed.

! Reply letter from Municipal Affairs regarding merging of the

two towns was read.  York Harbour has received same letter.

! Value change report from Municipal Affairs Assessment Agency

reviewed.

! All correspondence reviewed with follow-up as necessary.

SPECIAL NOTICE

PUBLISHED BY AUTHORITY

Pursuant to the Authority conferred by SECTION 414(2)(iii)(iv)

of the Municipalities Act, the Town Council of LARK HARBOUR

has made the following regulations.

1. These regulations may be cited as TOWN OF LARK

HARBOUR (NO DUMPING) REGULATIONS for by-law

2007.

2. Interpretations: In these regulations unless the context otherwise

requires: (a) "Act" means THE MUNICIPALITIES ACT.

(b) "Clerk" means THE TOWN CLERK OF LARK HARBOUR

(c) "Council means THE TOWN OF LARK HARBOUR

(d) "Municipality" means THE TOWN OF LARK HARBOUR

(e) "Waste material" means all tangible items either hazardous

or non hazardous. (f) "Person" means resident or non-resident,

owner or non-owner in possession of waste material.

(g) "Equipment" means any device motorized or unmotorized

used by Council. (h) "Labour" mans the hiring of person(s) to

clean up waste material.

3. From and after the date of the passing of these regulations, no

person shall dump waste material within the municipality.

4. Council shall hire equipment and/or labour to clean up waste

material found in the municipality.

5. If waste material is found to have originated with any person or

business, that person or business shall be responsible for the cost

incurred for clean up.

6. Every person or business who is found guilty of an offence under

these regulations shall be subject to a fine of not exceeding

$10,000.00 (ten thousand dollars).

7. These regulations were adopted by resolution of Council at a

regular meeting held on the 23rd day of October 2008.

An official copy of these regulations may be viewed at the

Council Office during normal business hours.
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